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Abstract

The discrete m-rep, a medial representation of anatomi-
cal objects made from one or more meshes of medial atoms,
has many attractive properties for biomedical image anal-
ysis. The nonlinear nature in the m-rep parameters cap-
tures nonlinear deformations in anatomical objects such as
twisting and bending. Most of m-reps’ uses require extend-
ing it to one or more continuous sheets of medial atoms.
Motivated by the desire to guarantee that the continuous
object does not fold, in this paper we propose an interpo-
lation method on the medial atoms based on the two shape
operators. The radial shape operator describes the rate of
swing of a medial atom’s spoke. The edge shape operator
describes the rate of swing of a planar curve defining the
object crest. The internal and end medial atoms of a dis-
crete m-rep are interpolated using these respective opera-
tors, and the results are connected together smoothly. We
show the application of our interpolation method on m-reps
of synthetic and real-world objects.

1. Introduction

Medial representations of anatomical objects represent
both the surface boundaries and the interior of those objects.
The m-rep as one of the 2D and 3D medial representations
has been used in medical image segmentation and shape
analysis. It leads to effective probability distribution of the
non-linear object shape variations [1] and of the image in-
tensity appearance associated to the object-relative image
regions [2]. Segmentation using such trained probability
priors based on the posterior optimization (MAP) has been
shown to be effective [3].

The effectiveness of the m-rep results from its nonlin-
ear representation of both the surface and the interior of an
anatomical object. Recent work indicates that the m-rep
sometimes better captures the deformations of anatomical
objects such as bending and twisting than boundary repre-
sentations such as the point distribution model.

There are generally two forms of m-reps: cm-reps [4, 5]
and discrete m-reps [6, 7]. A cm-rep represents an anatomi-
cal object with a continuous and parameterized medial axis
while a discrete m-rep represents the object by a set of sam-

Figure 1. Demonstration of the interpolated spoke fields from a
discrete m-rep: the medial sheet (in dark blue) with an end curve
as its boundary, the interpolated spokes (red and green on each side
of the medial sheet) for the internal region, and the interpolated
spokes (yellow) for the crest region.

ples or adapted samples from the continuous medial locus
of so-called medial atoms.

The cm-rep provides a continuous and parameterized
representation of the object volume. The entire volume
defined within the object surface is parameterized via the
smooth spoke field derived from a radius r field on the me-
dial sheet surface x(u, v), shown as the dark blue surface in
fig. 1. The volume parameterization of an anatomical ob-
ject provides a unique coordinate system for the 3D volume
so that the 3D image of the object can be consistently ac-
cessed. In addition, we can use medial atom information
to model inter-object relations within a complex of objects.
Also, reparameterizations used to produce good correspon-
dence across anatomical objects, a requirement for statisti-
cal analysis on the geometry of objects, needs a continuous
locus.

On the other hand, a discrete m-rep is composed of a set
of medial atoms. Although it does not automatically give a
continuous representation of the object, the discrete m-rep
provides localized control over the object shape that the cm-
rep does not provide. If we can interpolate the set of medial
atoms by deriving a continuous medial representation of the
object from its discrete m-rep, we can benefit from having a
continuous medial representation and still capture the more
localized shape variations by the medial atoms.
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The interpolation of points in R3 has been well studied.
In our case each discrete medial atom lies in a curved Rie-
mannian space and the methods in R3 do not directly apply.
This paper proposes a method of interpolating discrete m-
reps based on the differential geometric properties of the
medial axis, the combination of the medial sheet and the
spoke fields on it.

From differential geometry of 3D surface, the shape op-
erator of a 3D surface tells us the properties such as Gaus-
sian curvatures of that 3D surface That shape operator con-
tains the information of how the surface normal at a surface
point changes while walking in the tangent plane at that sur-
face point. James Damon’s recent work [8, 9, 10] applies
the differential geometry method to the medial axis, and he
defined an term called the radial shape operator and edge
shape operator for the interior of and the end crest curve of
the medial axis, respectively. The shape operators of a me-
dial spoke field are analogous to the regular shape operator
of a 3D surface: the radial shape operator tells how a spoke
changes while walking on the medial sheet surface and the
edge shape operator tells the rate of spoke change along the
end curve of the medial sheet. Damon also showed a set
of conditions to maintain the legality of the implied surface
boundary by the continuous spoke field, which enables us to
work directly on the continuous spoke field attached to the
medial sheet. The spoke field with a legal surface bound-
ary ensures a unique parameterization of both the surface
and the interior of the object. Both the radial/edge shape
operators and the legality conditions will be used in our in-
terpolation.

It has also been shown that the discrete m-rep can also
represent objects with multiple parts [11, 12]. The ability
of interpolating between the parts of such objects is of great
interest as well. However in this paper we focus on the in-
terpolation in a single medial atom mesh. The goal is to
derive a continuous representation for any single figure ob-
jects provided in discrete form.

The rest of this paper is organized as the follows. The
next section reviews some of the previous attempts on m-
rep interpolation. Section 3 details the interpolation method
on single figure m-reps. Section 4 shows the results, dis-
cusses some open issues and future work, and concludes
this paper.

2. Previous Work on M-Rep Interpolation
For discrete boundary based representations, the inter-

polation is typically on the boundary points. The essential
difference between the interpolation of the boundary points
and a medial structure of the object is that the former does
not incorporate the normal information into the interpola-
tion. There could be improper shapes from the interpolation
such as surface ripples or even creases due to the lack of any
explicit control on the surface normals.

In computer graphics work has been done on bound-
ary point interpolation with the consideration of the sur-
face normals. Thall tried to incorporate the normal infor-
mation into the Catmull-Clark subdivision based interpola-
tion of the boundary implied by a discrete m-rep [13]. He
post-processed the interpolated surface boundary from the
subdivision by rotating the local patch around each surface
control point to match the surface normal at that point to the
one implied by the medial atoms. Due to the locality of the
post-processing, Thall’s method may generate unexpected
ripples. Moreover, interpolation on both boundary points
and normals still does not guarantee a valid parameteriza-
tion of the volume within the object boundary. If we march
along the normals into the interior of the object, we do not
know how far to go before the normal profiles across one
another.

The interpolation on the medial representation however
gives both valid surface points and the associated surface
normals automatically. There is an available method to in-
terpolate the medial atoms that uses the existing interpola-
tion methods in R3 to calculate the interpolation weights,
which are then used in the weighted geodesic average on
the control atoms to get the interpolated medial atom.

Given N atom {Ai = (pi, ri, u+
i , u−i ) ∈ M = R3 ×

R+ × S2 × S2, i = 1, 2, ..., N} and the weight list ω =

(ω1, ω2, ..., ωN ), the interpolated atom A(ω) is defined as

A(ω) = arg min
A

N∑
i=1

ωi · dis2(A, Ai) (1)

Each Ai lies on a Riemannian manifold, so the weighted
average is based on the geodesic distance dis(A, Ai) be-
tween the two atoms A and Ai in M. When the weights
ω are all equal, e.g. {ωi = 1

N
, for all i}, the interpolated

atom is exactly the Fréchet (intrinsic) mean of the N atoms
Ai. If N = 2 and ω = (1− ω2, ω2), S(ω2) (ω2 ∈ [0, 1]) forms
the exact geodesic path between A0 and A1. For arbitrary
N and ω, (1) defines A(ω) as the general weighted geodesic
average of the N atoms.

(1) is a minimization problem. The existence and
uniqueness of the solution to the problem are not generally
ensured. However, it has been discussed in [1] that the so-
lution to the minimization problem exists and is unique if
the data is well-localized. In the case of m-reps the interpo-
lation is done among neighboring atoms, which are not too
far away from one another. The interpolation based on (1) is
expected to converge well and yield unique solutions. Em-
pirically the interpolated atom A(ω) has been successfully
calculated for different control atoms {Ai} and weights ω.

The minimization in (1) ends up optimizing each one of
the atom components separately. The interpolation using
geodesic average of the medial atoms might still yield im-
proper surfaces because it inadequately reflects the relations
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Figure 2. Left: an internal atom of two spokes S+1 and S−1, with
τ to parameterize the object interior along the spokes. Middle: an
end atom with an extra bisector spoke S0. Right: a discrete m-rep
as a mesh of internal atoms (with white hubs) and end atoms (with
red hubs).

within all the components of a medial atom: the atom hub
position, atom spoke length, and atom spoke direction.

In next section we propose a medial atom interpolation
based on the radial shape operator, which represent how a
medial atom changes on the medial sheet. In other words
the radial shape operator plays an explicit role in the inter-
polation and reflects the related changes in all the compo-
nents of the medial atom.

3. Atom Interpolation in Discrete Medial Ob-
jects

A continuous medial locus has interior points and end
points, with the latter corresponding to the crest region of
the boundary. Correspondingly, each discrete m-rep of a
single figure anatomical object is composed of two types of
medial atoms: internal and end atoms. We will start this
section by reviewing the definitions of the two types of me-
dial atoms. We then address the details of both internal and
end atom interpolation followed by the generation of the
crest region.

3.1. Medial Atoms in Discrete M-Reps

As shown in fig. 2, an internal medial atom A is given
as {p, r, U+1, U−1}. The two spokes of each internal atom
are S+1/−1 = rU+1/−1, where U+1/−1 are unit vectors
for spoke directions. An end atom has one extra param-
eter η determining the length of a bisector spoke as S0 =

rηU0, where U0 = U+1+U−1

‖U+1+U−1‖ . The end atom in a discrete
m-rep is not the same as the end atom in the Blum case
[14]. In the strict Blum case, when we approach the end
of the medial sheet from an internal point, the two spokes
of the sampled atoms swing close to each other and finally
collapse into one single spoke at the very end of the medial
sheet. In order to have more stability in the representation,
a discrete m-rep has the hub p of each end atom not lying
on the exact end of the medial sheet. Instead the end of the

medial sheet is p+r(η−1)U0, which is on the bisector spoke
of an end atom.

Each end atom can be considered as the compound of an
internal atom {p, r, U+1, U−1} plus the bisector spoke corre-
sponding to the crest line on the object boundary. The hub
position and two regular spokes S+1/−1 of each end atom
are treated as one of the internal atom and will be interpo-
lated with the internal atoms. The results from that interpo-
lation give the hub positions and the two regular spokes as
the basis for the end atom interpolation. The extra bisector
spokes S0 of an end atom lie in the same plane with S+1/−1.
They form a planar cross section in the object crest region.
That planarity will be used in the further interpolation of
end atoms.

The two types of atoms represent different parts of a me-
dial axis, each with different interpolation. The following
two subsections cover the details of the interpolations of the
internal and end atoms, respectively.

3.2. Interpolation of Internal Medial Atoms

Each internal medial atom {p, r, U+1, U−1} has the hub
position p as the linear part and the pair of spokes {s+1/−1 =

rU+1/−1} as the nonlinear part. We first interpolate the hub
positions p of internal atoms using the point and normal
interpolation to form a continuous medial sheet x(v1, v2).
Then we interpolate the radial shape operators for the inter-
polation legality. Finally the interpolated medial sheet and
radial shape operators are used in the spoke interpolation by
integration to get the full interpolated atom.

3.2.1 Medial sheet x(v1, v2) interpolation

The hub position p forming the medial sheet x(v1, v2) is a
point in R3. At each control atom, the normal to the me-
dial sheet x(v1, v2) is also given by the difference of the two
spokes U+1−U−1

‖U+1−U−1‖ . With the points and normals both known
at all the control points, the medial sheet x is interpolated by
a point and normal interpolation based on the cubic Hermite
patch interpolation.

The cubic Hermite patch is chosen because it allows
specifying the tangent directions of the medial sheet at the
control points. By enforcing the tangent directions at the
control points to be perpendicular to the given normals,
we can have a continuous and parameterized medial sheet
x(v1, v2) that interpolates both points and normals given by
the control atoms. The cubic Hermite patch also leaves four
extra free parameters for potentially more constraints.

The medial sheet interpolation is in a local quad patch of
four control atoms, using the four hub positions and eight
tangent directions (two from each atom) implied by the four
control atoms. C1 continuity is achieved across the patch
boundaries. Since the cubic Hermite patch has an explicit
form, the derivatives xu of the medial sheet surface x(u) are
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analytically evaluated and will be used in the spoke interpo-
lation.

3.2.2 Spoke S(v1, v2) interpolation

The nonlinear part of each internal atom {p, r, U+1, U−1} is
the pair of spokes {S+1/−1 = rU+1/−1}. The two spokes of
each internal atom form a double valued spoke field on the
medial sheet surface. As briefly described in section 1, a
term called the radial shape operator defined by James Da-
mon is analogous to the regular shape operator of a 3D sur-
face. The radial shape operator contains the information of
how the spokes changes while we walk on the medial sheet
surface, and it also determines a set of legality conditions
for the m-rep implied boundary. The radial shape operator
will be needed to interpolate the atom spokes, so it is im-
portant to better understand the radial shape operator. The
background of the radial shape operator will be reviewed
next. It provides a means for maintaining the legality of the
interpolated spoke field and nicely combines together all the
atom components.

3.2.3 Overview of the radial shape operator

Damon applied the differential geometry on the Blum’s me-
dial axis and extended the regular shape operator to the me-
dial case. Analogously, the radial shape operator tells how
a medial spoke changes while walking on the medial sheet.
The incorporation of the legality conditions into the discrete
m-rep framework allows the direct control on the legality of
the implied boundary. Recall that each internal m-rep atom
has two spokes at both sides of the medial sheet, the spoke
fields on the medial sheet should be considered as double
valued. So there are two radial shape operators defined for
each atom: one for each spoke at one side of the medial
sheet.

Let us only consider one side of the medial sheet since
the same method applies to the other side. Assume that
there is a continuous spoke field S(u) with unit length spoke
direction U(u) and spoke length r(u) on one side of the
continuous medial sheet x(u) as S(u) = r(u) · U(u), and
u = (v1, v2) parameterizes the two dimensional medial sheet
and the spoke field on one side of sheet. The derivatives of
the unit length spoke direction U(u) by (v1, v2) are calcu-
lated as follows, with U, xv1/v2 being 1× 3 row vectors.

∂U
∂vi

= a0,iU − ai,1xv1 − ai,2xv2 , where i = 1, 2, (2)

or rewriting in matrix form:

∂U
∂u

=
(

a0,1

a0,2

)
U −

(
a1,1 a1,2

a2,1 a2,2

) (
xv1

xv2

)
(3)

where ∂U
∂u is a 2 × 3 matrix with row i as the vector ∂U

∂vi
;

xv1 and xv2 are the derivatives of the medial sheet x by pa-
rameters v1 and v2. In these equations, the derivative of
U is decomposed by a generally non-orthogonal projection
along the spoke direction U to the tangent plane of the me-
dial sheet spanned by xv1 and xv2 .

Let Au =

„
a0,1

a0,2

«
, and Srad =

„
a1,1 a2,1

a1,2 a2,2

«
. Srad is

called the radial shape operator. In general, the radial shape
operator has the following properties.

• 2× 2 matrix

• not self-adjoint

Then (3)⇒

∂U
∂u

= AuU − ST
rad

(
xv1

xv2

)
(4)

U(u) is of unit length, ∂U
∂u · UT =

„
0
0

«
and U · UT = 1, so

Au = ST
rad

(
xv1

xv2

)
UT (5)

Substituting (5) into (4) yields the means of computing

Srad given ∂U
∂u , U and

„
xv1

xv2

«
. That is, Srad depends on the

spoke direction U, and the derivatives of U and x.
However, S = rU is what we aim to interpolate. The

derivative of a full spoke S = rU with length r is given as
follows.

∂S
∂u

=
∂(rU)

∂u
= r

∂U
∂u

+
(

rv1

rv2

)
U (6)

Substituting (4) and (5) into (6) yields

∂S
∂u

= rST
rad

(
xv1

xv2

)
(UT U − I) +

(
rv1

rv2

)
U (7)

From Damon, a compatibility condition requires that

rv1/v2 = −xv1/v2UT . Let Q =

„
xv1

xv2

«
(UT U − I) as a 2 × 3

matrix. Then

rSrad =
((

∂S
∂u +

(
xv1UT

xv2UT

)
U

)
QT (QQT )−1

)T

(8)

(8) shows how to compute rSrad given the derivative of
S, x and U. Conversely if we know rSrad at each point on
the medial sheet, we can calculate the derivative of S and
recover the full spoke field S(u), given the known boundary
conditions. This applies for the spokes on both sides of the
medial sheet.
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Analogously with the meaning of the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the shape operator for a surface point in R3,
Damon named the eigenvalues of the radial shape opera-
tor Srad the principal radial curvatures κri, and he named
the eigenvectors the principal radial directions. He showed
that for a legal spoke field, i.e., one free of any intersections
among the spokes, κri < 1 for all positive principal radial
curvatures κri,i=1,2.

With this radial curvature condition we can ensure the
smoothness of the implied boundary for all the internal
atoms. Moreover rSrad for the full spokes S represent the
combined rate of change of both the medial sheet x and full
spokes S. Basing the internal atom interpolation on the ra-
dial shape operator becomes a natural choice. However this
requires rSrad to be interpolated as well. We describe this
interpolation next.

3.2.4 rSrad interpolation

The radial shape operators at control atoms are first numer-
ically estimated, assuring that they meet the radial curva-
ture legality condition. By interpolating their eigenvalues
and eigenvectors, we can assure the interpolands’ legality,
as follows.

We interpolate the two eigenvalues κi,1/2 by treating
each (1 − κi,1/2) as an element in the multiplicative Lie
group R+. The eigenvectors are considered as the elements
in SO(2) and interpolated in the same group. The interpo-
lation in SO(2) can be analytically calculated without any
optimization. The interpolated eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors are then combined into a legal radial shape operator by
the inverse eigen-decomposition.

One potential problem with the rSrad interpolation is the
existence of medial umbilic points, where the radial shape
operator does not have a real eigen-decomposition to calcu-
late the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In section 4.2 we will
discuss the possible solution for this. Next, we will go into
the details of the internal atom interpolation.

3.2.5 Internal atom interpolation by integration

Given the interpolated medial sheet and rSrad, we can com-
pute ∂S

∂u as described earlier and integrate it to produce the
spokes. These spoke functions are guaranteed to be legal.
The algorithm for internal atom interpolation is applied not
only to the regions surrounded by internal spokes but also
to regions bounded by the end atoms using their regular
spokes. It consists of the following steps.

1. We interpolate the medial sheet x(v1, v2) by points and nor-
mals given by control atoms;

2. {rS+1/−1
rad,i,i=0,...,N} are calculated for the given control atoms

(for both sides of the medial sheet);

3. The radial shape operators are interpolated as
rS+1/−1

rad (v1, v2);

4. Given the interpolated medial sheet and radial shape oper-
ators, the first-order derivative ∂S+1/−1

∂u of the spokes S is
calculated by (5) and (7);

5. The spoke S+1/−1(v1, v2) is interpolated by an integration:

S+1/−1

(v1,v2) = S+1/−1

(0,0) +

Z 1:(v1,v2)

0:(0,0)

(
∂S+1/−1

∂u
du +

∂S+1/−1

∂v
dv)

(9)

6. S+1/−1(v1, v2) gives both U+1/−1(v1, v2) =
S+1/−1(v1,v2)

‖S+1/−1(v1,v2)‖ and r(v1, v2) = ‖S+1/−1(v1, v2)‖;

7. The interpolated atom is A(v1, v2) =
(x(v1, v2), r(v1, v2), U+1(v1, v2), U−1(v1, v2));

∂S+1/−1

∂v1
and ∂S+1/−1

∂v2
are calculated by (5) and (7) from

the interpolated rS+1/−1
rad (v1, v2).

The next section describes the interpolation of end atoms
and the generation of the crest region, by extending the
ideas of using the radial shape operator to Damon’s edge
shape operator.

3.3. Interpolation of End Medial Atoms and Gen-
eration of the Crest

Interpolation of the end atoms is based on the results
from internal atom interpolation. The continuous hub po-
sitions p forming the end curve of the medial sheet and
two regular spokes S+1/−1 of each interpolated end atom
(p, S+1/−1 = rU+1/−1, η) are given by the internal atom in-
terpolation. Also, the bisector spoke direction at each in-
terpolated atom is implied as U0 = U+1+U−1

‖U+1+U−1‖ . The free
parameter η is interpolated by a cubic Hermite interpolation
from the η’s of end control atoms. What’s left to be done is
as follows.

For each interpolate end atom with three spokes, gener-
ate a series spokes smoothly filling the gaps between S+1, S0

and S0, S−1. Since all three spokes of each end atom are co-
planar, the filling spokes are all planar, and their spoke ends
form a planar curve. This interpolation must be done in a
way ensuring that the series of the planar curves sweeping
along the end curve of the medial sheet yield a legal crest
region. We accomplish these goals as follows.

1. A part of an ellipse is fit to interpolate the three spoke
ends of each end atom, while keeping the orthogonality
between the ellipse curve and the spokes at the spoke
ends. By this means the curve is connected smoothly to
the implied boundary by the interpolated internal atom,
and the medial sheet of the partial ellipse lies on the
bisector spoke as a segment.

2. All the planar curves for interpolated end atoms form
a sweeping surface along the medial sheet end curve,
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and that generates the crest region. A legality condi-
tion for crest from Damon is then used to detect any
illegality, which would be removed by changing the η

interpolation. The end curve of the medial sheet from
the internal atom interpolation provides the edge coor-
dinates that are needed.

Different from the internal atom interpolation, the legal-
ity of the interpolated end atoms is not maintained directly
during the interpolation because it depends on how the three
spokes from each end atom are interpolated. However the
legality of the implied crest boundary is checked by a simple
condition derived from the crest generation method. Any
illegality detected in the crest requires changing the η inter-
polation for end atom bisector spokes.

The legality condition for the crest region is derived by
Damon based on his edge shape operator. In the rest of
this section, we will review the edge shape operator first,
describe how each planar curve is created from the three
spokes of each interpolated end atom, show the adapted and
simple legality condition for the crest region generated by
sweeping planar curves, and summarize the end atom inter-
polation.

3.3.1 Overview of the edge shape operator rSE

In contrast to internal atoms, the hub positions of end atoms
lie on the end curve of the medial sheet, which requires a
one-dimensional coordinate system. The medial sheet inter-
polation in section 3.2.1 provides the end curve δ(t) of the
medial sheet. δ(t) is C1 continuous except for the four ”cor-
ners” and provides the edge coordinates for the end atoms.
Given that, assume x(w1, w2) is a local edge parameteriza-
tion of an open set W with x(0, 0) = x0 as one point on end
curve such that for yi = ∂x

∂wi
, i = 1, 2, y1 ∈ Tx0δ(t) as the

tangent of the end curve δ(t) and y2 maps under the edge
parameterization to cUtan, for Utan the tangential compo-
nent of U and c > 0. We write the derivatives of U in the
special edge parameterization (w1, w2) as the follows.

∂U
∂wi

= aiU − cn,in − biy1 (10)

where i = 1, 2 and n is the normal to the medial sheet at x0.
Then in matrix form the edge shape operator is

SE =
(

b1 b2

cn,1 cn,2

)
(11)

Let I1,1 =

„
1 0
0 0

«
. The generalized eigenvalue of

(SE , I1,1) is defined to be the principal edge curvature κE .
The legality of the crest boundary implied by the end spokes
is guaranteed if κE < 1 for the positive principal edge cur-
vature κE .

Figure 3. Left: three spokes S+1/−1/0 (thick arrows in dark blue)
with length r/r/ηn of an end atom forming a plane; interpolated
spokes (thin arrows in cyan) filling the gaps between the three
spokes; the medial sheet of the partial ellipse fit to the three spoke
ends is M, the thick red segment on S0 bisector spoke. Right: pla-
nar curves sweeping along the end curve δ(t) of the medial sheet;
a local frame implied by end atom spokes also sweeps along δ(t),
forming a frame field F(t).

This condition can be easily checked given the crest re-
gion generation from sweeping planar curves. To avoid
jumping into the simple form of the edge curvature con-
dition without understanding the prerequisite, next we will
describe how each planar curve is created from each in-
terpolated end atom and introduce the setup for the curve
sweeping. Then we will revisit the crest legality condition
in its simple form based on the generated crest.

3.3.2 Interpolating planar curves

Based on the fact that the three spokes of each end atom
stay in the same plane (fig. 3), we fit a curve as a part of an
ellipse, the medial sheet of which is a segment on the bisec-
tor spoke S0, to pass through the ends of the three spokes.
Furthermore the ellipse curve is perpendicular to the spokes
S+1/−1/0 at all the corresponding spoke ends, providing G1

continuity from the internal atom implied boundary to the
crest region swept by the series of such planar curves.

The three planar spokes of an end atom are shown in fig.
3 left. Without loss of generality, the spokes and the ellipse
fitting are described in R2. The result of the fitting can be
applied to the actual spokes in 3D by a direct change of
coordinates.

With the ellipse given by (x−x0)2

a2 + y2

b2
= 1, the con-

straints are as follows: spoke ends e+1/−1 = (xL,±yL), e0 =
(xR, 0), and the tangential directions at ends of e+1/−1 as
t+1/−1 = (yL,∓xL). Due to the symmetry of e+1/−1 and
t+1/−1, there are three real constraints with three unknown
parameters for the ellipse. (a, b, x0) can be uniquely solved
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as follows.

x0 =
xL(x2

L − x2
R + y2

L)

2x2
L − 2xLxR + y2

L

(12)

a =
−x3

L + xR(2x2
L + y2

L)− xL(x2
R + y2

L)

2x2
L − 2xLxR + y2

L

(13)

b =

s
(x2

L − xLxR + y2
L)2

2x2
L − 2xLxR − y2

L

(14)

as long as 2x2
L−2xLxR−y2

L > 0 and −x2
L +xR(2xL +y2

L)−
xL(x2

R + y2
L) > 0. Let (xL, yL) = (r cos(θ), r sin(θ)), xR =

ηr, where r is the regular spoke length, θ is the angle be-
tween two regular spokes S+1/−1, e+1/−1 in this case, and
η is the bisector length factor (fig. 3 left). The two con-
ditions above might be violated only when θ and η have
extreme values. In practice, we maintain θ ∈ (π

3
, 2π

3
) and

η ∈ (1.05, 1.2) in reasonable ranges; with these ranges
(a, b, x0) have been successfully solved for synthetic and
real world objects.

Moreover, the medial sheet of the part of ellipse is the
segment lying on the bisector spoke, shown in fig. 3 left as
the thick red segment M. Given that, interpolated spokes,
shown as the cyan spokes in fig. 3 left, are analytically cal-
culated and filled in the two gaps between the three spokes.

The partial ellipse curve then sweeps along while the end
atom travels along the end curve δ(t), generating a swept
surface for the entire crest region, shown in fig. 3 right.
Each end atom also determines a local frame F(e1, e2, e3)

shown in fig. 3 right, which sweeps along the end curve δ(t)

as well and forms a frame field F(t) = (e1(t), e2(t), e3(t)) on
δ(t). All these are necessary for the legality condition of the
crest, described next.

3.3.3 Simple legality condition for the crest

Given the local frame field F(t) on the end curve δ(t) param-
eterized by t, the derivative of δ(t) can be written in F(t).

δ′ = r1e1 + r2e2 + r3e3 (15)

In F(t), e1(t) is the unit bisector spoke direction U0, so

U′ = e′1 = ω12e2 + ω13e3 (16)

By Damon, the principal edge curvature κE falls out as
the following simple form.

κE = −ω13

r3
(17)

This κE is used in the edge curvature condition rκE < 1

for the crest region, where r is the spoke length. This condi-
tion is checked on samples, i.e. the interpolated end atoms
and their corresponding planar curves. If the legality condi-
tion failed to hold at any of the sample, we would resolve it

Figure 4. Top: interpolation results on synthetic ellipsoid m-reps.
Bottom: interpolation results on real-patient kidney m-reps.

by changing the η interpolation, although we have not seen
such a failed case in the testing objects.

We applied the internal and end atom interpolation to
some synthetic and real-world m-reps. The results are
shown in the next section.

4. Results and Discussion
The application of our interpolation method on a given

single figure m-rep yields a continuous double-sided spoke
field on a smooth medial sheet. We used both synthetic el-
lipsoids and real-patient kidneys as the test objects..

4.1. Results

The synthetic ellipsoids are generated by applying three
statistically independent global deformations to the local
discrete atoms, namely bending, twisting, and tapering.
Each basic deformation is controlled by a variable sampled
from a uniform distribution and applied on an m-rep created
from a standard ellipsoid. We also have 39 kidney m-reps
segmented from real-patient images as the real-world test
objects. The interpolation results are shown in fig. 4: the
red and green boundary meshes are implied by the interpo-
lated regular spokes on both sides of the medial sheet; the
yellow sweeping planar curves from the end atom interpo-
lation form the crest region.

4.2. Open issues and potential solutions

As an on-going research project, there are some open is-
sues on our interpolation method. We describe these issues,
show the potential solutions, then conclude this paper.

The internal atom interpolation using rSrad is currently
implemented for single figure m-reps. Here are three re-
maining issues and the corresponding possible solutions:
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1. Speed: each interpolation is calculated by a local inte-
gration of the radial shape operators. The improvement
lies in the analytical integration instead of the current
numerical solution.

2. Continuity: C2 or G2 continuity is sufficient for most
applications. Currently C0 continuity is enforced
across interpolated patches. Recall that the rSrad’s at
the control atoms are initially estimated by finite dif-
ferences. The plan to improve the continuity is to op-
timize on the initial rSrad’s until the integration of the
interpolated spokes converge to the spokes at the con-
trol atoms.

3. Umbilic points: in section 3.2.4 we showed the poten-
tial problem with the current rSrad interpolation. The
rSrad matrix does not have a real eigen-decomposition
at a medial umbilic point. One possible solution for
this is to interpolate λI − rSrad instead of rSrad, with
constant λ > 1, in the GL+(2) group, and convert
the interpolated matrix back to rSrad. Because of
the legality condition, we can pick λ > 1 as a con-
stant. Then S

′
= λI − rSrad is positive definite, i.e.,

rSrad ∈ GL+(2). An interpolation of rSrad in the
GL+(2) group might save the trouble of having any
umbilic points.

Given the quad-mesh in discrete m-reps, the end curve is
only C0 at the four ”corners”. We plan to improve this by
slightly changing the medial sheet x(v1, v2) interpolation to
remove the corners.

In this paper we have proposed an interpolation method
in discrete m-reps. Internal atoms of an m-rep are inter-
polated by the integration via interpolated rSrad’s on the
smooth medial sheet, and end atoms are interpolated by
partial ellipses fit to end atom spoke ends and the crest is
a swept surface by the planar ellipse curves along the end
medial curve. We maintain the legality of the interpolated
internal atoms and detect any illegality in the crest regions.
Results show our method applies well to both synthetic and
real-world objects.

The ability of deriving a continuous representation from
a discrete m-rep by interpolation opens more doors for dis-
crete m-reps by having a continuous object representation
while still having the localized control via the discrete me-
dial atoms. Also, since discrete m-reps provide the useful
capability of representing objects with multiple parts, we
are currently extending the interpolation to the blends be-
tween the parts.
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